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Theatre Communications Group Inc.,U.S., United States, 2003.
Paperback. Book Condition: New. 211 x 137 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. This collection brings back into
print one of Craig Lucas best known and enduring works,
Prelude to a Kiss, which was both a hit on Broadway and a
popular motion picture. Missing Persons, an updated version of
Lucas first play, is also included in the collection, along with
Three Postcards, an offbeat and uniquely imaginative free
form musical play. Prelude to a Kiss It is rare to find a play so
suffused with sorrow that sends one home so high. -Frank Rich,
New York Times Lucas zaps you into a fantasy land with
thoughtfulness and buoyant grace. A sensitive meditation on
immortality, commitment and the mysteries of the heart. -
Seattle Times Absolutely charming and immediately
endearing.a fairy-tale adventure into the human heart. - The
News-Harold Missing Persons An expressly theatrical, resonant
metaphor for the way memory can cripple. What Lucas does
so well is find a uniquely whimsical expression for the
cataclysmic menace and hostility lurking in the prose of
everyday life. -New York Times A truly intelligent play, one that
is literary and heartfelt and beautifully written,...
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ReviewsReviews

Extensive guide for ebook lovers. It generally does not cost excessive. Your way of life span will likely be convert the
instant you complete looking at this ebook.
-- Rocky Da ch-- Rocky Da ch

Certainly, this is the very best work by any author. It is amongst the most remarkable publication i have got study. I am
just happy to inform you that this is actually the greatest pdf i have got study inside my individual daily life and can be
he very best publication for at any time.
-- Gilber t Rippin-- Gilber t Rippin
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